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From the President and Chairman, SVBF…………..
Dear friend:

Greetings
On behalf of all our fellow devotees, SVBF offers their anantakoti namaskarams at the lotus
feet of His Holiness Sri Sri Bharati Teertha Mahaswamigal. May the grace of Sri Sharadamba
and t he blessings of His Holiness be with us always and guide us in the right direction.
SVBF celebrated several events during the last several months, such as the annual
Mahasivaratri, Acharya vardanti, Sankara Jayanti, Maharudra yajna. etc. Details of the events
are captured under the News and Events column of this issue of the Journal.
Further to the approval for construction of our temple and priest quarters by the Township of
Jackson, we have obtained certain permits and are waiting for a few more. The architectural and
land development plans are with the Township and once we get the clearance, we will start the
construction activities. As was announced in the last issue of Paramaartha Tattvam, we will be
performing the bhoomi puja (ground–braking ceremony) during August 6th to August 10th, with
the participation of Sri. V. R. Gowrishankar, Adminsitrator of Sringeri Mutt, Karnataka and the
sthapati.
Based on our appeal to our devotees regarding funds for the construction of the temple, we
would like to share with our fellow devotees with great pleasure about the overwhelming support
we received for the project. For a planned outlay of ~ 3.5 million for the project, we have already
received pledges to the tune of nearly 2 million within such a short time. With your continued
support, we are sure that we will be able to raise the remaining amount also as soon. We request
all our devotees to participate as a temple-builder and bring the temple to reality. You may find a
sponsorship form elsewhere in this Journal, and any donation is extremely well appreciated.
With regards.

S. Yegnasubramanian

Ravi Subramanian

President, SVBF

Chairman, SVBF
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From the Editorial Board….

Lectures by

Greetings.

Dr. S. Yegnasubramanian

We are happy to bring to you this
issue of Paramaartha Tattvam – Volume 7,

Saturdays:

Nos.1 & 2. As was noted in previous issues,
with the global economy being as it is now,
the cost of printing and shipping are

Aitareya-Upanishad
2:30 PM to 3:30 PM

significant factors in the choice of merging
the issues.

Srimad Bhagavad Gita
3:45 PM to 4:45 PM

With the conclusion of the series of
articles on the Life and Teachings of the
great

Maharashtrian

Saint

Sri

Eknath

Venue:

Maharaj, the life and teachings of another

Arsha Bodha Center
84 Cortelyou Lane,
Somerset, NJ 08873 (732-940-4008)

great bhakta – Nanda – from Tamilnadu, is
included in this issue.
In addition, a new series is started on
the stories from Skanda Puranam. In this

Directions from US 287

issue,

2. After 2 miles, right on JFK Blvd.

the

greatness

of

1. Easton Ave exit towards New Brunswick

the five-lettered

mantra – om namah SivAya – is given from

3. After 2.5 miles, road bends left

the first chapter of the Brahma -uttara khanda of Skanda Puranam.
As

was

mentioned

several

4. After 1 mile, right on to Hwy 27 (s)
5. After two miles, right on Cortelyou Lane

times

6. After 3/4 mile, right at 84 Cortelyou
(Arsha Bodha Center)

earlier, we would like to maintain free
subscription to Paramaartha Tattvam and
still bring you hard -cop ies. However, as you
can

appreciate,

this

is

becoming

Directions from NJ Tpk
1. Take exit 9 of the tpk (routes 1 and 18)

an

2. Take route 18 towards New Brunswick
south on to route 1 (south)

increasingly difficult challenge, over time!!!

3. After 5 miles on route 1 south, take right
onto Cozzens's Lane

Jaya Jaya Shankara.
Editorial Board

4. After 1 mile on Cozzens Lane, make left
onto Route 27 south.

Opinions expressed by the authors are
not necessarily of Paramaartha Tattvam

5. After 1 mile on route 27, make right onto
Cortelyou Lane
6. After 3/4 miles make right into 84
Cortelyou (Arsha Bodha Center)
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Brahma-JnAnAvalI
(In the Hour of Meditation)
During meditation, when one has reached the silent moment of peace, one can, before entertaining
any other thought, either chant or bring to mind the purport of any of the following verses, losing
oneself ultimately into its significance. Written by Sankara, these verses are known as Brahma
Jnanavali, the song of Supreme Knowledge.



1. Unattached, unattached, unattached am I, again and again; of nature eternal ExistenceKnowledge-Bliss am I: I am That. That am I, which is the irreducible, immortal, endless factor.
 


2. Eternal, ever-pure, ever-liberated am I, formlessness my only form; of nature I am allpervading, homogeneous mass of ‘Anand’ (Bliss) am I: I am That. That am I, which is the
irreducible, immortal, endless factor.



3. Eternal, flawless, formless, irreducible am I, of nature of Supreme Bliss am I: I am That. That
am I, which is the irreducible, immortal, endless factor.
 


4. I am of nature Pure Consciousness and I revel in my own Self; I am by nature of unbroken
‘Ananda’: I am That. That am I, which is the irreducible, immortal, endless factor.



5. I am of nature of innermost Light of Intelligence; I am the Peace that lies beyond nature; I am
of nature ever-abiding ‘Ananda’: I am That. That am I, which is the irreducible, immortal, endless
factor.
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6. I am the Supreme Truth that lies beyond all other truths. I am the Supreme Siva, ever across
the frontiers of delusion (maya: that which is not); I am the Supreme Light: I am That. That am I,
which is the irreducible, immortal, endless factor.

 

7. I am different from the multiple names and forms: pure knowledge alone is my form; I am
imperishable; I am of nature joyous: I am That. That am I, which is the irreducible, immortal,
endless factor.



8. Never, never have I the delusion or the delusion-produced stuffs, such as body, etc; I am of
the form of self-effulgence alone: I am That. That am I, which is the irreducible, immortal, endless
factor.
 


9. I am without the three (gunas), mortal qualities (sAtvic, rAjasic, tAmasic qualities); I am a
Witness of the very Creator (and the Trinity); I am the form of endless ‘Ananada’: I am That. That
am I, which is the irreducible, immortal, endless factor.



10. I am of the form of the Inner Ruler; anvil like, changeless and all-pervading. I am the Witness
of everything. I am in my real nature (none other than the Supreme Self). I am That. That am I,
which is the irreducible, immortal, endless factor.



11. I am the nature a Witness of all pairs of opposites; motionless, permanent, in my form. I am
the Eternal Witness of everything. I am That. That am I, which is the irreducible, immortal, endless
factor.
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12. I am dense massive Consciousness; I am a dense mass of knowledge too; I am (ever) a nondoer; I am a non-enjoyer I am That. That am I, which is the irreducible, immortal, endless factor.



13. In my real nature, I need no other foundation or support or substratum, but at once I an the
foundation, support or substratum for all things and beings (all names and forms); I am of nature
self-contented, self-sufficient (in that I have in me all my desires fulfilled): I am That. That am I,
which is the irreducible, immortal, endless factor.



14. I am beyond the three agonies (subjective, phenomenal and cosmic); I am different from the
three bodies (the gross, the subtle and the causal); I am the witness of the three states (the walking,
the dreaming, and the sleeping): I am That. That am I, which is the irreducible, immortal, endless
factor.



15. There are only two things in the whole world (all things in the universe can be brought under
these two headings); the ‘subject’ and the ‘object’ (the enjoyer and the enjoyed, or the experiencer
and the experienced, or the seer and the seen) and they are among themselves the most contrary. Of
them the ‘subject’ (Brahman) is the enjoyer (or the experiencer or the seer) and the ‘object’(the
enjoyed, the experienced, or the seen) is mere delusion; thus roars all ofVedanta.



16. Through knowledge and repeated discrimination one comes to realize that one is but a
‘Witness’. Such a one alone, established in the ‘I-am-the-witness-consciousness’ is the liberated wise
man, so roars Vedanta.
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17. Pots, cups, saucers, etc., are in essence nothing but the mud in which they have been shaped!
So too, the entire world of phenomenal objects is nothing but the Supreme Truth, so roars Vedanta.



18. Brahman is Truth, the world of objects and beings is false, and the egocentric sense of
separativeness (jeeva) is itself in fact nothing other than Brahman. That by which this Truth is
known is the truest science, the Science of sciences, thus roars Vedanta.



19. Within am I Light, without am I Light, deep within the depths of myself am I Light, beyond
the Eternal…Beyond! Light of lights, the self-effulgent Light, the Self’s own Light…Siva am
I…Auspiciousness am I (as there is me none of the sorrows or limitations or tears or sighs of life). I
am That: I am That.
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Stories from
Skanda-Puranam – Part I
Translation by Satish Karandikar
À;Igu>yo nm 

The Skanda-Puranam is a large
compendium of spiritual literature, almost
equal in size to the great epic, Mahabharatam.
The Brahma-Uttara-Khandam is devoted to the
glory of Lord Siva. The first Adhyaya contains
a story about the greatness of the PancaksharaMantra (five-lettered chant) “Namah Shivaya.”
Along with the Sanskrit Slokas, we have given
an English translation of a summarized version.

“Salutations to Lord Siva! Salutations to
Lord Siva who is of the form of effulgence
alone, who has the eye of untainted
knowledge, who is calm, who is the supreme
reality and is symbolized by the Lingam.”

 


The sages said, “O Suta! We have
listened to the excellent glory of Lord Vishnu
as described in summary by thee. It destroys
all sin and is meritorious.”

One should read this Katha (narrative) –
particularly on Pradosha days -- to receive
inspiration to chant the Mantra. The Mantra
“Namah Sivaya” originally occurs in the Sri
Rudram section of the Yajur Veda. Thus it has
the sanction of the Vedas, but at the same time
everybody without restriction can chant it.
There are also no special rules of time or place
to be followed –

 




“O best of the Brahmanas! Presently,
we wish to listen to the greatness of Lord Siva
(the destroyer of the three cities), as well as the
glory of His Mantras.”

One should always chant “Namah
Sivaya”








Sri Suta said, “This much alone is the
supreme eternal good for mortals – that is
when one develops a desire-less devotion
towards the Lord’s narratives.”

“Salutations to Lord Ganesha!
Salutations to the revered Guru!” Now begins
the Brahma-Uttara-Khandam.”

  






“Among all that is meritorious, among
all that is conducive to good and among all the
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Yagnas, the Japa-Yagna (sacrifice in the form of
chanting) is said to be the best.”

Samsara, Lord Siva Himself uttered the
primordial Mantra, “Om Namah Sivaya.”




  

“Just as the supreme God among all
Gods is Lord Siva (the destroyer of the three
cities), similarly among all Mantras, the
supreme Mantra is the six-lettered Mantra
(“Om Namah Sivaya”) of Lord Siva.”

“What is the use of many Mantras or
holy places or austerities or sacrifices for one
in whose heart dwells the Mantra “Om Namah
Shivaya.”



  


 


“Embodied beings wander in this
terrible Samsara – which is full of sorrows –
only as long as they do not chant this Mantra
even once.”

“This five-lettered Mantra (“Namah
Sivaya”) grants liberation to those who chant it.
It is resorted to by all the best of sages desiring
perfection.”







“This six-lettered Mantra is the lamp on
the road to liberation, it is like a submarine fire
for the ocean of ignorance and like a fire that
destroys the forest of great sins.”

“Lord Siva – who is all-knowing and
totally complete and of the nature of existenceconsciousness-bliss – delights in the auspicious
five-lettered Mantra.”





 

“This Mantra does not require any
special initiation or rituals like Homa,
Samskara or Tarpana, or any special time or
instruction. It is always pure.”

“By this king of Mantras – which is the
essence of all the Upanishads, all the sages
attained the supreme reality which is free of
blemish.”






“The two letters – Siva – are enough to
cut off huge sins. If it is joined with the
salutation – Namah – it becomes conducive to
liberation.”



“With a desire to benefit embodied
beings who are shackled by the bonds of
10

In this context there is an ancient tale
that demonstrates the efficacy of the “Namah
Shivaya” Mantra.


 


The queen said: “Please do not touch
me, as I know the reasons and am practicing a
vow. You know what is righteous and what is
not. Do not exert force against me.”





“In the city of Mathura there was a
famous king in the Yadu dynasty by name
Dasarha. He was intelligent and full of
enthusiasm and strength. He was a knower of
the Sastras, spoke ethically and was heroic,
courageous and of unmatched luster.”




“Union of husband and wife out of love,
brings joy. What pleasure or happiness can
there be for men, by forceful union with
women?”

 



  

“He married the beautiful daughter
Kalavati of the king of Kashi. She was his
beloved and was endowed with good qualities
and conduct and a beautiful form.”

“Even though thus cautioned by that
chaste lady, the king, who was smitten by
Cupid, pulled her forcefully by the hand and
embraced her with a passionate desire.”







“After the marriage ceremony, the great
king came home and at night summoned his
wife, who was sitting on a bed, to come to
him.”


“Just as she was touched, the queen
suddenly became like a mass of heated iron.
The frightened king let go of her who was as if
burning him.”





“Even though called and repeatedly
requested by her husband, she did not take a
liking for him and did not come close to him.”

 


The king said, “This great wonder of
yours has been seen. How has your body, as
tender as a shoot, become like fire?”


 

“The king got up with a desire to bring
her by force.”
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Please go to the Guru Garga who is the
foremost among those who know Mantras.”

 


The queen said, “O king! Long ago, in
my childhood, the great sage Durvasa,
instructed me out of mercy in the five-lettered
knowledge of Lord Siva.”





Sri Suta said, “Discussing thus, the
couple went to the sage Garga and with folded
arms, bowed down at his feet with their head.”




“By that efficacy of the Mantra my body
has become free of impurities. It cannot be
touched by sinful men devoid of good fate.”




“Then, the king repeatedly worshipped
the pleased Guru and humbly told him in
confidence what was on his mind.”




“O king! Women who are of an
immoral character and given to intoxication,
have been always resorted to by you.”







The king said: “O Guru! O
compassionate one! I have come to you (for
help.) Please fulfill my desire. Please instruct
me in the five-lettered knowledge (Mantra –
“Namah Sivaya”) of Lord Siva.”



“You do not perform your ablutions
regularly, nor do you chant the pure Mantra
(“Namah Sivaya”,) nor do you worship Lord
Isana (Siva.) How then do you deserve to
touch me?”


 







The king said: “O beautiful one! Please
tell me about the auspicious five-lettered
knowledge (Mantra) of Lord Siva.”



“Thus implored by the king, the sage
Garga, who was the best among the
Brahmanas, took the couple to the very sacred
excellent bank of the Yamuna River. There the
Guru himself sat at the base of a holy tree.
Then having bowed to the lotus feet of Lord


 


The queen said, “Indeed I should not
instruct you, since you are my Guru. O king!
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Siva, he seated the king facing east. The king
had bathed in the sacred waters and observed a
fast. Then placing his hand on the king’s head
he imparted to him Lord Siva’s Mantra.”




“Taking leave of the revered Guru, the
overjoyed couple came home and shone with
luster.”








“Right upon receiving the Mantra by
the touch of the Guru, hundreds of millions of
crows emanated from the king’s body!”

(Sri Suta continued:) “Thus has been
briefly described by me this great supreme
glory of the five lettered Mantra (“Namah
Sivaya”) which is the pinnacle of all the Vedas,
Upanishads, Puranas and Sastras, and which
ends evil.”





The Guru said, “When the five lettered
knowledge (Mantra) of Lord Siva reached your
heart, millions of sins, in the form of crows,
left your body.”









“Thus ends the first Adhaya – entitled
“Description of the Glory of the Five-lettered
Mantra (“Namah Sivaya”)” -- of the third
Brahma-Uttara Khandam of the Sri Skanda
MahaPuranam, which consists of eighty-one
thousand verses.”



“Whatever other heaps of sins one may
have committed in thousands of millions of
births, they are immediately surely reduced to
ashes upon taking hold of the five-lettered
Mantra of Lord Siva. O best of kings! Today,
millions of your sins have been burnt away.”

References:







1. “Sri SkandaMahaPuranam” published by
Nag Publishers.

“Purified thus, enjoy along with this one
(the queen) as you please. Having initiated the
king in the Mantra and having said thus, the
foremost sage went to his home along with the
couple who was wonderstruck.”

2. “Sankshipta (Abbreviated) SkandaPurana
Issue” published by Geeta Press,
Gorakhpur.
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An Introduction to Sanskrit : Unit – XIX
M. R. Dwarakanath
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[The actual story of Kadambari begins at this
point with a description of the city of Ujjayini
in the kingdom of Avanti, which is in modern
Madhya Pradesh in India. As this is a rather
long passage, we will skip the usual 

of wide stretches [m,I,pl]
 with evident heaps of conch, shell,
pearl, coral and emerald gems [m,I,pl]




and [I]  with an abundant mass of
powdered gold dust [m,I,pl]  
 like  by the oceans
[m,I,pl] the waters of which were
sipped by sage Agastya [m,I,pl] 
 The city is decorated [f,N,s]
 by the artist's studios [f,I,pl]
 presided by the gods, the demons,
the Siddhas, the Gandharvas, the Vidyadharas
and Nagas [f,I,pl] 
 like [I]  by an array of
excellent aerial chariots [f,I,pl] 
 descended [f,I,pl]  from the
sky [m or n,I,s]  out of eagerness to
see the women folk gathered for the unending
festivities [n,Ab,s]
 The city has its cross roads radiated
[f,N,s] with dwellings of the
gods [n,I,pl] having the luster of
the Mandara mountain whitened by the milk
rising from the churning (of the ocean)
[n,I,pl] with
peaks like pots of pure gold [n,I,pl]
 with white flags
fluttering
in
the
wind
[m,I,pl]
 as if [I]  with
peaks of snow capped mountains [m or n,I,pl]
 with Gangotri flowing above
[m or n,I,pl](The city) is
beautified [f,N,s]  by the boundaries
of the city [n,I,pl] which have wells
with white-washed platforms [n,I,pl]
 and gardens dark

There is [prt,3p,s] ¶a city
[f,N,s] by name [I] Ujjayini
[f,N,s] the foremost among all the
three worlds [f,N,s] in
Avanti [f,L,pl]It is, as it were
[I] the very birthplace [f,N,s]
of Krutayuga [m,G,s] Deemed a
suitable residence for himself [f,N,s]
 by the Lord [m,I,s]
Mahakala
by
name
[m,I,s]
 the causator of creation,
sustenance and destruction of the three worlds
[m,I,s]  the
Lord of the Shivaganas [m,I,s] 
as though [I]  a second [f,N,s]  earth
[f,N,s]  was created [f,N,s] 
Surrounded [f,N,s]  by a ringed trench
[m or n,I,s]  deep as the nether
world, Rasatala [m or n,I,s] as
though [I] by the ocean [m,I,s]
 by the mistaken notion of a
second earth [f,I,s]  And [I]
 surrounded [f,N,s]  by the
whitewashed [n,I,s]  circular
abutment [n,I,s]  like [I]
 by that which has a garland of peaks that
scratch the border of the sky [m,I,s]
 by the mount
Kailasa [m,I,s]  due to Pasupati's
love for residence [f,I,s] 
(The city) gleams [f,N,s] withthe
great streets of the market place [m,I,pl]
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green (with water) sprinkled by constantly
moving machines of water pots [n,I,pl]

[n,L,pl]  in which
the deep rumbling (of the water) sounds like
the still sound of the drum [n,L,pl]
 
which look
charming with the rainbows (bows of the gods)
created by scattered sunlight [n,L,pl]
(The city)
gleams [f,N,s]  with lakes [n,I,pl]
in the thousands [n,I,pl]
with the beauty of fully opened blue lotuses
[n,I,pl] with fully opened
white lotuses with pure white centers [n,I,pl]
 with pretty to behold
fishes [n,I,pl] like [I] 
the (twinkle-less) eyes of Indra [n,I,pl] 

(The city) is whitened
[f,N,s]bypenthouses of ivory
[f,I,pl]  in every direction
[f,L,s]  white as plentiful foam of
nectar [f,I,pl] and
characterized by a dense grove of banana
plants [f,I,pl] 
(The city) is surrounded [f,N,s]  by the
river Sipra [f,I,s] whose water is
agitated by the pot like breasts of the Malavi
damsels intoxicated by the arrogance of youth
[f,I,s] 
 and who is as if [I] one in whom
envy has been generated [f,I,s] 
having seen [ger] on the head [n,L,s]
 of the Lord [m,G,s] 
Mahakala's [m,G,s] the Ganga
(river of the gods) [f,A,s]  and who
has continuously set waves resembling the
arches of eye brows [f,I,s] 
 cleansing [f,I,s] 
the sky [n,A,s]


 and

which are smoky gray by the
pollen of Ketaki flowers [n,I,pl] 
 The city has its atria darkened by
the swarm of bees humming due to
intoxication (from nectar) [f,N,s] 
 The breeze in
the city is sweetened by the fragrance of
blooming flowers of the garden creepers [f,N,s]


The city has the worship of Makaradhwaja
(Cupid) enlivened [f,N,s] 
 in every house [I - adverb] 
with flagpoles of Madana [m,I,pl] 
 made of coral [m,I,pl]  raised
high [m,I,pl]  with the crocodile
emblem (of Manmatha) [m,I,pl] 
with the tinkling of auspicious anklets [m,I,pl]
 with copper red colored
cloth banners [m,I,pl] 
and with well secured red fans [m,I,pl]
 The sins (of the city)
washed away by the prevalent sound of
constant (Vedic) chants [f,N,s] 

The city is
characterized by a confused noise created by
the entwined cacophony
of peacocks
[f,N,s] made by
arrays of intoxicated peacocks [n,I,pl]
 who are dance enthusiasts
[n,I,pl] and have feathers
fanning into a circle [n,I,pl] 
in houses with fountains [n,L,pl]
  in which the heavy water spray
makes them appear like bad (cloudy) days
16

Now we have a series of similes comparing the
people of the city to some of the best and greatest.
We separate them for the sake of clarity.

gardens, worship rooms, bridges and gadgets
[m,I,s]

 like [I]  by the remembered
scripture (which propounds the building of
assemblies etc.) [n,I,s] 

All the similes are finally connected to the
phrase -- which comes much
later. All the words in the instrumental
singular are to be related with the term – by
sportive people [m,I,s] -- and that in
turn goes with the term – (the city) is inhabited
[f,N,s] 

(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s] ) who bear the
best of all jewels of the sea [m,I,s]
 like [I]  by
the Mandara mountain (that upholds the best
of jewels from the ocean) [m,I,s]

(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s] ) whose glory
is famous in all the worlds [m,I,s]
 and whose wealth is
in tens of millions [m,I,s]  like[I]
 by the moon (whose essence is in the tips
i.e. rays) in the locks of Shiva [m,I,s]

 In this simile the pun is on
the word . There are such puns in all
of the following similes and contrasts.

Now we have a series of contrasts again
referring to the people of the city!
(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s]  ) who even
though [I] possess Garuda's spell (the
science of counteracting poison) [m,I,s]
 are fearful of snakes (or evil
people) [m,I,s]
(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s]  ) who even
though [I]  get their livelihood only from
their fields or from whom the lowly derive
their livelihood [m,I,s]  support
loving people with one's wealth [m,I,s]

(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s]  ) who were not
partisans [m,I,s] like [I] 
by the Mainaka mountain (which did not have
to experience the clipping of its wings by
Indra) [m,I,s]  

 

(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s] ) who reveal
collections of massive wealth [m,I,s]
 like [I] by the
flood of Mandakini river (that reveals masses
of golden lotuses) [m,I,s]  

(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s]  ) who even
though [I]  valorous [m,I,s]  are
possessed with humility [m,I,s]
(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s]  ) who even
though [I]  speak sweetly [m,I,s] 
speak the truth [m,I,s]

(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s]  ) who build
assemblies, hermitages, wells, watering places,
17

Sanskrit Crossword #18 (One syllable per box)

(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s]  ) who even
though [I] possessed with beauty [m,I,s]
 are satisfied with one's wife
[m,I,s] 

Clues Across:

(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s]  ) who even
though [I] desirous of pleasing visitors
[m,I,s]  are not
skilled in supplicating others [m,I,s]







 




 







 

 
 
 
 



Clues Down

(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s]  ) who even
though [I] devoted to wealth and
enjoyments [m,I,s]  regard
Dharma as most important [m,I,s] 
(The city is inhabited [f,N,s] by
sportive people [m,I,s]  ) who even
though [I] possessed of extraordinary
prowess [m,I,s]  are fearful of the
next world (and hence act righteously) [m,I,s]


The passages above are beautifully composed
to admit of a variety of meanings. We have
given one basic translation as a starting point.
The reader can think of other interpretations or
refer to the Sanskrit commentaries for further
insight.
{To be continued in the next issue}
Because of space consideration, the grammar
portion will be continued in the next issue.
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DakshiNAmUrti Stotram of Adi Sankara
Part 2. Stotram & Interpretation
S. Yegnasubramanian
www.svbf.org, for some of the preliminary
vedAntic concepts).

Verse 1





In addition to giving the essence of the
Upanishads, SrI Sankara is offering salutations
to Lord dakshiNAmUrti also, thus serving a
two fold purpose of teaching and prayer.

viSvam darpaNa-driSyamAna nagarItulyam nijAntar-gatam
paSyannAtmani mAyayA bahirivodbhUtam yathA nidrayA |
ya: sAkshAt-kurute prabodha-samaye
svAtmAnam-eva-advayam
tasmai SrI guru-mUrtaye nama idam
SrI dakshiNAmUrtaye ||

The fourth line of every verse – except
the last verse – is the same:

to Him;  the divine guru;

  SrI dakshiNAmUrti;  this

salutation.
“(I offer)

this prostration to Lord
dakshiNAmUrti (who is available to me in the
visible form as ), the guru. (SrI Govinda
bhagavadpAdAcArya)”.

(The one who experiences at the time of
realization one’s own immutable Self in which the
Self alone plays as the universe of names and
forms, like a city seen in a mirror, due to the
power of mAyA as though produced outside, as in
a dream, to such a person, the divine teacher, SrI
dakshiNAmUrti, is this salutation.)

SrI Sankara gives the essence of the
Upanishads in the first three lines of this verse,
which is AtmajnAna – or one’s true nature.
That means, whatever knowledge one has of
oneself presently is not one’s true nature and
by knowing the true nature one is liberated. In
all these verses, SrI Sankara reveals that the
AtmA is of the nature of caitanyam –
Consciousness – which makes one’s body
sentient. One misses this real nature because it
is an invisible principle. The analogy can be
given of a fan rotating and giving out breeze;
the fan by itself cannot rotate, but behind the
fan, the invisible electricity is responsible for

As was mentioned in the introduction, SrI Adi
Sankara condenses the entire upanishadic
literature in these ten verses. From this point
of view, one could consider this as a refresher
for assimilation – nididhyAsanam, of the
vedAntic learning. Hence, the author takes
several ideas for granted as the student is
supposed to be familiar with them already.
(The reader may refer to the series of articles
on tattvabodha published earlier in ParamArtha
tattvam – available in our website
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I am different from all objects of my
experience (which are inert, anAtmA) – the
world, the body, and mind. And I am the
Consciousness principle, since the experiencer
(subject) cannot be inert! The teacher assumes
the reader to have this much knowledge to
start with, namely,
a. I am AtmA, the Consciousness (the subject),
and
b. this entire world-body-mind is anAtmA –
inert matter (the object of experience).

the fan to rotate. That means, even though I
look at only one visible factor, namely the fan,
there is an invisible factor – electricity – which
is not visible to me. Similarly, the invisible
Consciousness only makes the body sentient.
Just to refresh ourselves of the teachings of
tattvabodha, there are five points to be
remembered about Consciousness (AtmA,
one’s real nature), and they are:
1. Consciousness is not a part, product or
property of the body, just as the electricity
is not a part, product or property of the fan;
2. Consciousness is a separate entity which
pervades and enlivens the body, just as the
electricity is separate which pervades and
enlivens the fan;
3. This invisible Consciousness is not limited
by the boundaries of the body, just as the
electricity is not limited by the boundaries
of the fan - but is beyond the fan also throughout the wire, etc.
4. That invisible Consciousness survives even
after the destruction of the body, just as the
electricity survives even when the fan
becomes defective;
5. The invisible Consciousness is not
recognizable when the medium of the body
is absent, not because Consciousness is
absent, but the medium of manifestation is
absent.

The subject matter of the first verse is the
relationship between the AtmA , I, and anAtmA,
the entire universe.
The teacher tries to explain this
relationship through two examples. They are:
1.  (example of a
reflected city in a mirror).
2.  (example of a city
in a dream)
1.  (example of a reflected
city in a mirror). In this example, we
imagine a huge mirror kept in front of a
city (or any object). We have two things:
a) a huge mirror and
b) the reflected city (not original)
obtained in the mirror – .
Upon analysis, we make the following
observations:
1. the mirror is the support – adhishThAna
- of the entire (reflected) city. Hence the
relationship between the mirror and the
(reflected) city is supporter-supported or

To recognize this Consciousness as AtmA,
the scriptures give us a methodology, known
as drig-driSya-viveka: - which states that , “ I am
different from whatever I experience” – a very
fundamental law of vedAnata. This means that
20

resting or residing in the mind of the waker or
the waker (since the mind is an integral part of
the waker). Therefore, the mirror of the first
example is comparable to the waker and the
reflected city is comparable to the dream
world. One can easily see that the relationship
between the waker and the dream is similar to
the previous example, with the waker (like the
mirror) having the same four features, namely,
adhishThAnatvam, satyatvam, asangatvam and

adhishThAna-Adheya sambandha:. That

means, no part of the (reflected) city
can exist without the mirror. So
adhishThAnatvam of the mirror is the
first aspect.
2. the reflected city (pratibimbha nagarI)
does not have an existence of its own,
even though it is experienced by the
observer. That means the reflected city
has borrowed existence, while the
mirror has its own existence. So the
second aspect is, mirror is satyam and
the (reflected) city is mithyA.
3. Whatever happens to the (reflected)
city, the observer can see and
experience, but they do not affect the
mirror at all. So the third aspect is the
unaffectedness – asangatvam – of the
mirror.
4. Since the reflected object or mithyA,
does not have an existence of its own, it
is as good as non-existent – that means,
there is no real entity other than the
mirror, even if we see and experience
100s of reflections in the mirror. So, the
fourth aspect is advayatvam – without a
second entity or non-dualtiy – of the
mirror.

adviteeyatvam.

In the same way, SrI Sankara says that “I”,
the Consciousness am the mirror and the
waker, and the entire universe that I
experience – the jAgrat-prapanca – including
my own body-mind complex, is the reflected
city (darpaNa-nagarI) or dream world (svapnanagarI). That means, we can apply the same
four features discussed earlier to the
Consciousness also. They are:
1. I, the Consciousness, am the adhishThAnam
whole universe; no part of the universe
exists out side of Me, the Consciousness
(not body-mind).
2. Just as the dream world does not have an
existence of its own, the entire universe
(anAtmA) also does not have an existence of
its own, where as, I, the Consciousness
(AtmA) is independently existent, revealing
the satyatvam of AtmA.
3. Just as the mirror, the Consciousness, - the
AtmA – is asanga:. This means, any event
in the form of interaction between the
mithyA world, mithyA body, and mithyA
mind, cannot affect Me, the satya caitanyam.

To summarize, the four features of the
mirror
from
this
example
are,
adhishThAnatvam, satyatvam, asangatvam and
adviteeyatvam.

With a view to emphasize this relatioship,
SrI Sankara gives another example of the
dream world. The entire dream world is
21

4. Since the entire world is like the dream city
– mithyA, not having its own existence, it is
as good as non-existent. That means there
is no second entity apart from
Consciousness, I, thus revealing the
adviteeyatvam of AtmA.

look at the verse 1, splitting the first two lines
in to five sentences ( we will add certain words
to the sentences to understand the implied
meaning)
1. ( )
this universe of names and forms; is
equivalent to;  a city; which is
seen (experienced); in a mirror.
2. ( )()
This universe is like the dream
universe which is really  within Me
(the Consciousness).
3. ()
(Note that the word paSyan of the verse is
taken as paSyati for our discussion). One (the
jnAnI) sees the jAgrat-viSwam; within
oneself.
4. ()
()
The dream universe which is really existing
within, appears as though produced outside,
due to sleep.
 due to sleep;
the dream universe within
 () appears as though
produced outside.
- In the same way, as ( )
5. () 
()
This universe – jAgrat-prapanca -which is really
within Me, appears as though produced
outside due to mayA.
This universe, the jAgratprapanca -which is really within Me
 due to mAyA (avidyA-nidrayA )

In addition, even though the dream world
is inside me, it appears as if it is outside and
the sleep – nidrA – makes the inside, unreal
dream world as an outside, real world. That
means, in nidrA one is not aware of the waker
nature and so nidrA can be interpreted as
waker-ignorance! Since waker is adhishThAna
(as seen earlier), nidrA can be called as
adhishThAna-ajnAnam. Because of this, during
sleep, the inside dream world appears real and
outside. Also, when nidrA ends – as one
becomes aware of the waker status - prabodha
samaye – when one gains the adhishThAnajnanam, the outside dream is no more outside
and is falsified. Because of the ignorance of the
AtmA – Atma-adhishThAna-ajnAnam – this
ignorance can be called as vedAntic sleep
(compared to nidrA – the worldly sleep). When
one is under the influence of this avidyA-nidrA,
this universe appears as though it is outside of
Me, the Consciousness, and real (correlate with
dream universe). And, as long as the avidyAnidrA continues, the universe will appear as
real and outside. The moment one wakes up
from this avidyA-nidrA – when one becomes a
jnAnI – the person realizes that the universe is
no more outside of Me, the caitanyam, and in
fact ‘I am’ the very support of this universe.
SrI Sankara says that such an awakened person
is the guru, and every guru-murti is srI
dakshiNAmUrti. With this background, let us
22

 ( ) appears as though

Verse 2

produced outside.
Moving on to the 3rd line of the verse,
 at the time of waking up ( the
outside dream universe is resolved in to
oneself, and so )








  

  



(the waker) recognizes himself as the non-dual
Self
 one’s own self
alone
non-dual
experiences directly.

bIjasyAntarivAnkuro jagadidam
prAngnirvikalpam puna:
mAyAkalpitadeSakAlakalanA
vaicitryacitrIkritam |
mAyAvIva vijrumbhayatyapi
mahAyogIva ya: svecchayA
tasmai SrIgurumUrtaye nama idam


 

SrI dakshiNAmUrtaye ||

To him, the divine guru, SrI dakshiNAmUrti, is
this salutation.

(The one who is a magician or a great yogi,

creates this universe just out of his own free-will –
the universe, which before creation remained unmanifest like the tree in a seed, and has later
projected himself out to be the universe of
diversities, due to the play of time and space, the
products of mAyA, to Him, the divine teacher, SrI
dakshiNAmUrti, this salutation)

Thus, through the first verse, SrI Sankara has
revealed the adhishThAnatva, satyatva,
asangatva, adviteeyatva svarUpa of AtmA.
The first 3 verses of this stotram are supposed
to be the essence of the mahA-vAkya, tat-tvamasi. Since the first verse dealt with the AtmasvarUpam, through the analysis of the sleeping
jeevAtmA and the waking jeevAtmA, this verse
is taken as the tvam-padArtha-vicAra-sloka: dealing with the individual. In vedAntic
context, the meaning of the word tvam (you)
does not imply the body-mind complex (which
is the empirical or general meaning vAcyArtha ) but the caitanyam – AtmA –
Consciousness - the implied meaning
(lakshyArtha).

In this verse, SrI Sankara deals with the
meaning of the word ‘tat ’ of the mahA-vAkya ,
which implies paramAtmA.
All the SAstras define Brahman as the
cause of the universe. Or, the universe is a
product born out of Brahman. In vedAntic
language, Brahman is the cause – kAraNam –
and the universe is the effect – kAryam. The
cause can be two-fold:
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mis-nomer, and is used for some other
phenomenon. When a thing is existent in an
un-manifest, potential form, it can come to
manifestation through some transformation –
for example, the butter that exists in milk in an
un-manifest, un-differentiated, potential form,
which is really not available for use, manifests
itself as butter through a process of churning
the milk. This transformation of an unmanifest, potential entity to a manifest, useful
condition is called creation. This theory is
called sat-kArya-vAda.

intelligent cause or nimitta-kAraNam , which
executes producing the effect, like a
carpenter creating the furniture, and
• material cause or upAdAna-kAraNam.

•

Generally these two causes are distinct.
However there are some exceptions, where
these two causes are identical – for example,
the spider. The spider makes the web and the
raw material for the web also comes from the
spider itself. In the same way, the Upanishads
point out that Brahman, the paramAtmA is the
intelligent and material cause of this universe.
Therefore, before creation there was only the
non-dual Brahman, which served both as the
intelligent and raw material cause to produce
the universe.

Similarly, if ‘creation’ is not creation
but only a transformation, then ‘destruction’
also is not destruction. In vedAnta sAstra
creation is known as janma-vikAra: death is
called maraNa-vikAra:, the common word
being vikAra (modification, change). SrI
Sankara establishes this sat-kArya-vAda
through the second verse. Therefore, the two
points that are brought out in this verse are a)
Brahman is jagat-kAraNam and b) sat-kAryavAda – any product (kAryam) exists in its cause
(kAraNam) in a potential form. The author
wants to convey these through an example –
the example of a seed and tree.

The topic of creation itself has been
analyzed by different systems of philosophy.
SrI Sankara, in his commentary on
brihadAraNyaka Upanishad discusses the topic
of creation very elaborately through a clay-pot
analysis. In this analysis, the question is:
before the emergence of the pot, did the pot –
the kArya ghaTa : - exist in the clay – kAraNa
mrud or not? In other words, is an existent pot
created or is a non-existent port created, by the
potter? An analysis of the question would
reveal that both are not possible, because: a) an
existent pot cannot arrive because it is already
existent; b) to say a non-existent pot is born is
illogical and not grammatical too (to have a
verb (is born) but with a non-existent pot as
subject!) That means, an existent thing cannot
be created and a non-existent thing also cannot
be created. In short, according to vedAnta,
there is no creation! The word creation is a

In the seed-tree example, the author
points out that the tree is already existent in
the seed before its origination, in a dormant,
potential, – nirvikalpaka rUpeNa – undifferentiated form.

Within the seed,
the tree exists
un-differentiated form.
- Similarly,
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created by mAyA
 multiplied;

this

universe was
existent in an un-manifest, potential form in
Brahman. It was not created, but was existent
in potential, un-manifest form.
Then, that un-manifest universe got manifest
and the un-differentiated universe, got
differentiated. Just as, from the undifferentiated seed, gradually differentiation
arises in the form of sprout, branches, leaves,
flowers etc. So, the term creation could be
viewed as manifestation, or differentiation or a
form of multiplication.

variety, diversity;
influence or sambhandha: (of)
space and time

The mAyA-Sakti is in Brahman. Brahman
continues to be non-dual; when mayA-Sakti is
activated – known as vikshepa Sakti – the time
and space come to existence. They are like
goggles and when one looks through the timespace goggles, the non-dual Brahman appears
as the pluralistic universe. During sleep, this
time-space goggles is removed as it were, there
is no variety and only the non-dual caitanyam
exists.
From these two lines, one infers the
Brahman to be the material cause of the
universe and in the next line SrI Sankara
points out that the Brahman is the intelligent
cause also.
 the very same Brahman
 creates also (as the intelligent
cause) using ‘Himself’ as the
instrument –
 by His own free-will, by mere
samkalpa , effortlessly
The author gives two examples to explain this
aspect, namely:
•  Like a magician – creates the
universe from ‘nothing’ – in fact from
‘nothing else’, except Himself .
• Like a great siddha-purusha: (for
example, Sage Viswamitra materialized a
whole world called triSanku svarga )



The next question will be, how this division
arises? SrI Sankara gives the answer in a very
technical way. For example, if two individuals
sit in a room in different places, they are
divided horizontally by space ( in this Sloka ),
the time being same. That means, two
individuals cannot be in the ‘same’ spot at the
‘same’ time. However, two individuals can be
at the ‘same’ spot at ‘different’ times, and so
are vertically divided by time (in this
Sloka ). The vertical division caused by time is
known as past, present and future. Similarly,
the horizontal division caused by space is
known as, here, there and elsewhere. Hence,
space and time are responsible for the
perception of plurality, and once the spacetime is removed, plurality disappears. Space
and time are themselves caused by the power
of mAyA. In short, the mAyA Sakti in Brahman,
creates time and space and causes the
perception of advaitam as dvaitam and ekam
brahma as anekam jagat.
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Like a magician or a great siddha-purusha, by
His own will, parmAtmA creates this universe,
and so is the intelligent cause also.

adhishThAnam, who is never affected by this

process.

To that paramAtma brahma – the jagatkAraNam brahma – who is in the form of SrI
dakshiNAmUrti, who is none other than the
gurumUrti, idam nama: is this namaskAra:

The next logical question would be,
why should paramAtmA create this universe?
Sastras say that the universe has to be created
because the beings have lot of puNya-pApa
karma ’s to be exhausted, and the exhaustion
can happen only through the experience of
pleasure and pain. One accumulated the
puNya-pApa’s in the previous birth, and so on
and on to innumerable number of cycles of
birth and death. If this argument is extended
linearly, the ultimate question would be, how
the first creation came about, since there could
be no karma to lead to the first creation. SrI
Sankara gives the answer though the word
in the first line, which means, repeatedly,
indicating the cyclic nature of creation. It is the
karma-creation-karma cycle which is anAdiananta-cakra. If we look at the creation as
linear, then it can have a beginning and an
end. But when we think of creation as a total
process, one should give up linear thinking.
Any segment of creation is linear – has a
beginning and an end; but total creation is
cyclical. For example, a tree has birth and
death; a seed has birth and death; but the seedtree cycle does not have birth and death,
because it is a cyclical, eternal process.

Thus the tat padArtha of the mahAvAkya is
established in the 2nd verse.
Verse 3

 
 


yasyaiva sphuraNam sadAtmakam
asat-kalpArthakam bhAsate
sAkshAt-tat-tvam-asIti veda-vacasA
yo bodhayaty-ASritAn |
yat-sAkshAt-karaNAd-bhaven-na
punar-Avrittir-bhavAm-bho-nidhau
tasmai SrI gurumUrtaye nama idam

SrI dakshiNAmUrtaye ||

(The one whose manifestations – which are
themselves nothing but the Reality – appear as the
objects of the world; who imparts to those who
have surrendered to Him, direct enlightenment,
through the vedic commandment ‘that you are’,
and after the direct experience of which there is no
more any return to the ‘ocean’ of worldly
existence.., to Him, the divine teacher, SrI
dakshiNAMurti, is is this salutation.)

Thus one can imagine Brahman as an
entity who expands and contracts eternally.
This process can never be stopped. But one can
stop the suffering by the understanding that
the universe is like the darpaNa nagarI or
svapna nagarI, and I am the Consciousness, the

This verse gives the asi padArtha of the
mahAvAkya - tat tvam asi. Let us analyze the
way SrI Sankara approaches this.
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A fundamental fact is, an existent
object is experienced and non-existent object is
not experienced. We come to know that there
is a world which exists in front of us because
we experience the world of objects. Any object
that is non-existent cannot be experienced by
me.

Consciousness -C-, it is called the jeevAtmA.
And the paramAtmA is pure Existence. The
pure Existence and Consciousness are one and
the same as indicated by tat-tvam-asi, and it is
this Existence-Consciousness that makes the
world sentient. This recognition of the oneness of the jeevAtmA and paramAtmA is the
essence of this verse.

The next question would be, what is the nature
of this Existence? Like Consciousness, vedAnta
gives a five-fold description of Existence also
(Refer to Verse 1), as follows:
1. Existence is not a part, product or property
of the world of objects – For example,
when we say any object is, the is-ness is not
a property, part or even a product of the
object, but is something experienced by us.
2. Existence is an independent entity – not an
adjective – but a noun, denoted by E.
3. Existence (the is-ness of the object) is not
limited by the boundaries of the object –
goes beyond the object – all pervading –

According to our definitions of Existence
and Consciousness, pure Existence and
Consciousness should survive even after the
universe goes away. Then the question will be,
how can one appreciate the pure E-C without
association with any object? According to
Sastra’s, one can never appreciate the E-C once
the world and body are removed, because, one
is himself or herself is that pure E-C; that being
the very subject itself, it is never available for
objectification, and is meant for understanding
only. The ‘tat’- the pure E-C, is ‘tvam’- you –the
very subject itself, thus revealing the identity
tat-tvam-asi.

sarvagata:.

With this back-ground, let us look at the
verse 3.

4. Existence continues to exist even after the
destruction of the object which it enlivens.
(the is-ness of the object continues to exist
even after the object is destroyed) –
Existence is eternal – nitya :
5. Even when the whole world is destroyed,
the Existence – sat – survives. In other
words, sat was, sat is, and sat will be,
lending Existence to the arriving-departing
world. And vedAnta says that this sat is

that paramAtmA’s
manifestation (in this world)
 in the form of Existence in all
(The form-less, all-pervading paramAtmA’s
manifestation is in the form of is-ness in every
thing.)


 mithyA – unreal- object

(An unreal thing is as good as non-existent).

paramAtmA.

 appears

It is like the reflected sunlight – the manifest
sunlight – as experienced on every object.

Out of the body, when one separates the
‘body’ part, squeezes out the pure
27

Similarly, according to vedAnta, when we say
chair is, what we experience is the formed
chair which is soaked in the formless
Existence.

 

By this direct Knowledge – i.e a) I am not the
body with C but I am C temporarily
functioning through the body , lending
sentience or ‘cit’ to the body and b) I am the E
lending Existence – sat – to the world of
objects, enabling all transactions (It is like a
dream where the dreamer alone lends C and E
to the dream world)

How to experience the Existence in pure form
without being adulterated by an object? The
author says,
pure

E is none other than
‘Yourself’. So, one can experience only the
‘adulterated’ E and pure

 after the direct experience of
which (  - the paramAtmA)

E cannot be experienced since it is the subject
itself – the formless Consciousness principle.
As the teacher teaches tat-tvam-asi, the student
will say aham-brahma-asmi – the pure E-C
without any nAma-rUpa . If one wants to think
of some examples of pure E-C , i.e, saccidAtmA
– space can be considered as one nearest
example and the deep sleep state is another,
without name and form. Hence the first line of
the verse and up to can be considered
as within quotes, and this teaching, the teacher
directly teaches –

 one shall never return (born
again) to; the ocean of worldly

existence.



To

Him,

the divine teacher, SrI
dakshiNAmUrti, this salutation.
With the first three verses, the author revealed
the mahAvAkya – tattvamasi.
Verse 4


 ( )  .



Unlike other types of knowledge, where one
receives an instructional or book knowledge to
be converted to real experiential knowledge
later, here, as the teacher reveals, the student
directly realizes, as indicated by the word
. The teacher teaches to: those
who have surrendered unto him.
 with the great vedic statement. What
is the benefit of this Knowledge? The author
says:


 

nAnAcchidra-ghaTodara-sthita-mahAdIpa-prabhA bhAsvaram
jnAnam yasya tu cakshurAdikaraNadvArA bahi: spandate |
jAnAmIti tameva bhAnta-manubhAti
etat-samastam jagat
tasmai SrIgurumUrtaye nama idam
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SrI dakshiNAmUrtaye ||

If one can imagine a dark room with lot
of objects, none of these objects are known
because of lack of light. However, if one can
place a mirror outside and direct the reflected
light of the sun through a window of the dark
room, one will be able to see the objects. One
can tilt the mirror in different directions and
illumine different objects. However, we can
easily understand that neither the mirror nor
the sunlight can illumine the objects in this
dark room independently, and only the
combination of sun and mirror can illumine
them. Since both are involved, one can
emphasize the role of either of them. For
instance, if one wants to emphasize the mirror,
one can use the expression, ‘the mirror
illumines the room, backed by the sun’,
retaining mirror as the subject of the
expression. There is nothing wrong with this
expression, since, if the mirror is removed, the
sunlight cannot illumine the room. On the
other hand, if one wants to emphasize the sun,
one can use the expression, ‘the sun illumines
the room through the mirror’. We also know
that the perception of the objects in this dark
room is through the glory of the mirror, which
in turn is due to the glory of the sun.

( This world shines after Him alone shining in the
Consciousness “I know”- after Him alone whose
Consciousness, luminous like the light of a mighty
lamp standing in the bosom of a many-holed pot,
moves outwards through the sense organs such as
the eye. To Him, the divine teacher, SrI
dakshiNAmUrti, is this salutation)

Having revealed the mahAvAkya
tattvamasi- implying the oneness of jIvAtmA
and paramAtmA, which we can call as
saccidAtmA, the author wants to say in this
verse that this saccidAtmA is ever evident and
one does not require a special experience of It.
That means, in and through all experiences the
Consciousness is evident. In other words,
every time one uses the word ‘I” (aham),
effortlessly the conscious individual experience
is self-evidently available, known as the
svayam-prakASatvam of AtmA. This self-evident
nature of AtmA is described in this verse by
comparing Consciousness to the light principle.
As we know, luminous objects (like
Sun) illumine non-luminous objects (including
our bodies). By ‘illumine’ we mean that, in
whose presence, another object is made
known. From this angle, one can say that
every sense organ is like light, because of
which one can know sound, touch, form, taste
and smell; and extending this principle, the
‘ultimate light’ is Consciousness, because, only
in the presence of Consciousness, everything
else is known. In summary, knowledge of any
object in creation is possible only in the
presence of the ‘light’ of Consciousness.

Similarly, AtmA is comparable to the
sun. (self-luminous etc.), the mind of every
individual is comparable to the mirror, and the
entire universe of objects is like the dark room.
The whole universe is seen because of two
factors, namely, the mirror-like mind and the
sun-like AtmA. When the mind-mirror is
active, the universe is perceived; when it is not
active (during sleep), the universe goes dark (is
not perceived). when the mind-mirror is not
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active also, the AtmA continues to be selfevident, but the world goes dark. Every
knowledge that we have, presupposes
(indirectly reveals) the presence of AtmA, and
one does not need a separate proof for the
existence of AtmA. If there is nothing present
in that room, and when we use the expression,
‘nothing is known ’, that expression itself is
known because of the presence of
Consciousness.


 the brilliance of a great lamp
kept inside a pot (literally, -

stomach); (with) many (five) holes.

One should note that the self-luminous lamp is
not able to directly illumine the dark room
(world) because it is inside a pot. Therefore,
cooperation of the pot is required through the
five holes. That means, the lamp without the
five holes cannot illuminate; similarly, the five
holes without the lamp cannot illuminate.
Also, only those objects which fall within the
range of the beam of light are illumined.

The author says that whenever we say
 there are two factors which are evident
: 1) aham jAnAmi – I know, and 2) the object
that is known . The AtmA is not evident
because of the object, but because of the ever
self-evident aham. All the objects are evident
because of Me, the AtmA . In other words, in
very perception, I, the AtmA am independently
evident (like the sun) and the anAtmA (object)
is dependently evident (as the objects in the
dark room). To illustrate this point, the author
considers the body as a pot with five holes and
the AtmA as a bright lamp placed inside this
body-pot. Each of these holes is a sense organ
and is backed by the mind (mirror). Through
the five holes, five beams of light will come
out from the pot and will illumine all those
objects which fall within the beam of light in
the dark room (world). That means, when one
says,  (I know the sound), ‘I’ am
independently evident and ‘the sound’ is
dependently evident. The same analysis is
extrapolated to the other sense organs. Now
looking at the verse:
whose;  Knowledge; is

(as)

(That bright light of Consciousness) 
flashes outside; ---through the eyes
and other sense organs. Extrapolating the sun
light example, when one says ‘I know’ an
object, the subject ‘I’ reveals self-evidence and
the object reveals dependent evidence –
depending on the AtmA – Me. In other words,
every cognition reveals the congnizer (‘I’)
which itself does not require the process of
cognition, and the cognized object, through the
process of cognition. The self-evident cognizer
is denoted by the term and the cognized
object through the term 
- I know thus
à the AtmA
only illumining
this whole universe (of
objects) shining.
This approach is known as svayam-prakASavicAra: - the enquiry in to the self-evident
nature of AtmA.

brilliant
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To



Him,

the divine teacher,
dakshiNAmUrti, is this salutation.
Source Material:

SrI

3.

(to be continued)

1. “Sri Dakshinamurti Stotram”, D.S.
Subbarmaiya, Dakshinamnaya Sri Sharada
Peetham, Sringeri, 1988 (two volumes)
2. “Hymn to Sri Dakshinamurty”,
Commentary by Swami Chinmayananda.

4.
5.
6.
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Central Chinmaya Mission Trust, Bombay.
1994.
“Dakshinamurti
Stotra
of
Sri
Sankaracharya”, Alladi Mahadeva Sasty,
Samata Books, Chennai, 2001.
“Sri Dakshinamurti Stotram”, Sri
Subramania Sastri, Sri Kamakot
Kosasthanam, Chennai, 1957.
Lectures of Swami Paramarthananda
Lectures of Swami Dayananda.

Nanda, the Bhakta Extraordinary
B. R. Rajam Iyer
(Reproduced from Tattvaloka , Vol X1X No. 2 June/July 1996)
About the Book and the Author
The best of saints are born in the worst of times! A lotus springs from the muddy depths
below. It is Pankaja.
So was Nanda, born from among the lowest and the lowliest, to be immortalised in songs
and legends.
When true religion loses itself in rigid formalism or philosophical abstractions, God sends
down saints and devotees to redeem it.
We have, in the Upanishadic times, Satyakama Jabala, who, despite his unknown parentage
is found worthy of being taught the highest Knowledge because of his avowal of truth, and we have
in the Mahabharata, Dharma Vyadha, the butcher, who teaches a lesson in Vedanta to a proud yogi.
In the Maharashtra of the 13th to 15th century A.D., we have Chokamela, the cobbler saint,
Sena, the barber saint, Gora, the potter saint, Narahari, the goldsmith saint, and Kanhopatra, the
nautch girl who becomes the bride of the Lord, Andal-like.
In the West too, we have saints like Jacob Boehme, the shoe-maker saint of Germany, the
peer of India’s Raidas and Chokhamela.
Inside the far-famed Kapaleeswara temple, in Mylapore, in the heart of Madras, is a neat row
of 64 Nayanmars, canonized saints of Siva, who come from all classes and callings, from the royal
king downwards.
In an annual festival, their murtis are taken in procession tp proclaim to the world that when
it comes to Bhakti, there is no high or low, that all are kin.
Contemporary India, where we have made the practice of untouchability a criminal offence,
and are striving to improve the lot of the downtrodden in every way, testifies to the transforming
power of the lives of saints.
Nanda’s story, a slightly condensed version of which is presented here, is written by
B.R.Rajam Iyer, a fiery Vedantin who died at 26 in 1898, living up to the Mahabharata dictum- “It is
better far to blaze forth for a moment than keep smoldering for eternity”- Muhurtam jwalitam sreyo
na cha dhumaayitam chiram.”

The story is from the 864-page book, Rambles in Vedanta, published by Motilal Banarsidass,
41 U.A. Bungalow Road, Jawahar Nagar, Delhi 110 007, and priced at Rs.140 (cloth-bound) and
Rs.98 (paper-bound).
K. Subbarayan
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Nanda, the Bhakta Extraordinary
B. R. Rajam Iyer
The small circular Gopuram (tower) of
the Saivite temple in the Brahmin part of
Adhanur had a strange fascination for his
boyish imagination for there were beauty,
grandeur and, as he could not approach it,
mystery enough to set them forth in relief. It
was this love of the grand, the beautiful and
the mysterious that was remarkable in Nanda
and chiefly contributed to his salvation.
He would often wistfully gaze at that
tower wondering at its shape, size and
grandeur and busily make guesses about the
treasure underneath concealed to view, which
it was meant to glorify. Often as the village god
passed in procession with torchlight, music,
drums and Vedic chant, Nanda, followed by
other boys of his caste, would run forth to
obtain a view, however distant, of the festival
and return deeply impressed with the
procession and its associations. He had an
inborn respect for all holy things—temples,
festivals, Brahmins and the Vedas.
As he grew into manhood, his
imaginative fervour and piety also grew with
him and deepened, and he became more and
more eager to contribute what he could,
however humble it might be, to the service of
the Lord.

It has been well remarked: “How poor a
thing is man if above himself he cannot erect
himself!” This erecting of ourselves above
ourselves means nothing more than drawing
out and developing the divinity that lies
concealed in us.
Man is a compound of brutality,
humanity and divinity (tamas, rajas and sattva )
and in proportion as the last is developed, the
other two leave him.
Not the least remarkable of those that
succeeded in this development of divinity—this
erecting of oneself above oneself—was Nanda
otherwise called, Tirunaalaipovaar.
Nanda was born in a low caste about 700
years ago at Adhanur, in the District of South
Arcot, in Tamil Nadu.
The area he lived was remote from those
of the other castes and consisted of small,
unventilated, single-roomed, hovel-like huts
with pumpkin creepers covering their tops and
scattered too wildly to be classified into streets
or rows, black earthernware generally kept
outside the huts, broken mud walls, heaps of
rotting bones and other filth abounding on
every side, cocks and hens that clucked and
bode their time, dogs that barked all day long,
and troops of dirty, sun-burnt, naked children
playing or quarrelling.
Even in his early boyhood, Nanda was
quite unlike the other boys of his area: his very
play consisted in making figures of God, in
clay–as he at that age wanted Him to be—a
stout, black man, with bold whiskers, a huge
lace turban, high-heeled native shoes, and an
axe or a scythe in his hand and at the same
time very trustworthy, and kind and merciful
to those that sought his protection.
To make such clay gods, to sing and
dance around them, to carry them along in
procession, to organize an infant band of
Bhaktas and celebrate festivals of his gods
were his chief juvenile sports.

True Love

It is the tendency of true love to grow till
it overflows the heart, and then it can no
longer be shut up within but must necessarily
show itself out in action.
Nanda long thought over what he could
do to please the Lord: he was not rich: he was
of low birth: no kind of charity readily
suggested itself to him. One day, while
seriously thinking over the matter, it struck
him, all of a sudden that he might supply
temples with leather for drums. To him, there
was something almost miraculous in the very
suddenness of the thought and he rose up with
joy and exclaimed: The Lord has spoken to me
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to supply leather for his drums,” and he
immediately set about preparing it.
The Lord, indeed, always keeps
conversing with us, only, we do not hear him.
Of the things we offer him he chooses, not by
their value (for he is himself the Lord of all
things) but by the love and piety with which
they are offered.
The labour of procuring leather, of
wetting and tanning it and cutting it into
proper sizes, henceforth became to Nanda a
sacred pastime.
He had a few friends in the colony (it is
a pity that their names have not been handed
down to posterity) who shared his enthusiasm
and sympathized with him in his labours.
Every now and then he would speak to them
of God’s glory and grace, smear himself and
them with sacred ashes. One day, while there
was no work to be done in the fields, he stole
away with them (we must remember that these
people were slaves under the village landlords)
to a famous temple a few miles off, called
Tirupunkoor now known as old Vaitheesvaran
Koil.

form filled the whole place with a peculiar
solemnity and sacredness, far exceeded his
grandest expectations and impressed his
imagination much more deeply than they did
that of the Brahmin worshippers inside, who
were familiar with them.
There was to him there a mystery only
half cleared and a solemnity he had never
known before; he eagerly drank in the
spectacle which to him was new and
fascinating; tears flowed in torrents from his
eyes and his emotional communion with God
became every moment closer and closer till at
last he became completely absorbed in
meditation and all thought expired in the
enjoyment.
Those that saw him were filled with
wonder at the steadiness of his devotion, his
self-absorption and the serenity that shone on
his face, and before he woke from his
devotional trance a large and admiring crowd
had gathered around him.
Nandi Shifts for Nandanar

The sensation created at the time was
so great that his visit to Tirupunkoor has made
a distinct epoch in its history and richly added
to the glory of its temple, for tradition asserts
that while he was standing behind the flagstaff, struggling to get a view of the lingam
inside, Siva took pity on him and ordered
Nandi (the image of a bull placed opposite to
the lingam in all Saivite temples) to move a
little to one side, so that his low caste devotee
might get a view of him; and accordingly unto
this day the huge figure of Nandi at
Tirupunkoor is placed not exactly opposite to
the image of Siva but leaning to one side.
As soon as Nanda awoke from his holy
trance, he prostrated himself before the
Brahmin crowd that had gathered about him
and began with his friends to go round the
village once again, It so happened, that while
this going round, a certain Brahmin pundit was
reciting before a large audience
Chidambarapuranam
(the
story
of
Chidambaram, in the South Arcot District)
from the verandah of one of the cornermost
houses of the Brahmin quarters. As Nanda
passed along, he heard the Brahmin say:

Loads of Leather

They went round the village three times,
repeatedly besmeared themselves with sacred
ashes and shouted forth the names of Siva.
Nanda was beside himself with pious
enthusiasm and danced and wept, and after
sunset, when the temple doors were opened,
sent forth to the priest his offerings of
coconuts, plantain fruits and loads of leather.
He and his companions stood outside the
temple at a little distance from the flag staff
and from there obtained occasional glimpses of
the deity within. Their joy, particularly that of
Nanda, knew no bounds when they beheld for
the first time, though from a distance, the
mysterious sanctum sanctorum of the great
temple all radiant with light.
The ringing of bells, the crowds of neat
looking pious devotes, the recitation of sacred
verses, the puja, the burning of camphor, the
worshipping with light and other imposing
rituals of the temple, and above all, the lingam
(the symbolic image of Siva) which by its very
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“Chidambaram is the holiest place in all
the world; he that once visits the temple there,
be he a Chandala (outcaste) crosses once and
for ever the ocean of births and deaths.” Then
followed an eloquent description of the temple
and the inner meaning of its grand symbolism.
Indeed in point of tradition,
Chidambaram is one of the richest cities in the
world. What Palestine was for the Christians,
what Mecca is to Muslims, what Sreerangam is
to the Vaishnavites (the worshippers of
Vishnu), Chidambaram is to the Saivite portion
of the Hindu Community.
It is one of the five great places of
worship in Southern India, where God is
represented as Akasa (ether), the first of five
elements.
The idea of worshipping the elements
as God is essentially Vedic, and is a great help
in finding out and practical recognition of the
divinity in the universe—which later, when
examined, is seen to be nothing but a physiochemical compound of these elements.
In a higher sense, the Akasa
worshipped at Chidambaram is not the ether of
the scientists, but the spaceless, timeless,
unconditioned sphere of the Self. The very
name Chid-ambaram means the Akasa of
wisdom and the temple there is called the
Koil—the temple par excellence.
The Secret
In the centre of that temple, there is a
gold-tiled mantapam called the Chit Sabha—the
hall of wisdom in which is to be seen first the
image of Nataraja and then what is known as
the rahasya (the secret)—representing of course
the secret of all secrets, the indescribable
nirvana of the Self.
Of all the anthropomorphic representations of the deity yet known to man, that of
Nataraja is one of the very best and the image
at Chidambaram, which is the prototype of all
similar images elsewhere, is certainly one of
the most inspiring figures.
Even considered as purely a work of art,
there are few images more faultless, more lifelike and more charming. That soft curly plait
of hair tufted like that of a dikshitar (a priest of

that temple), the long prominent nose, those
eyes so full of life and expression, that face in
which dignity, bliss and mercy speak out and
dance, the natural bend of the arms and their
ornaments, that beautiful attitude of the
dancer, seeing which one fancies that figure is
really dancing, and lastly, that raised foot
(kunjitapada) are eminently inspiring.
Art and Idea
When to the artistic appreciation of the
image is joined a full understanding of its idea,
its inner poetry—that from the noise of the
damaruka (a little drum) held in one of the
right hands, innumerable worlds are
represented as rushing forth into life as sparks
from fire, as bubbles from a spring; that the
other right hand expressive of the idea “be it
so,” represents the power which maintains
those worlds under a great unerring and
faultless law; that the fire in one of the left
hands, represents the mighty and mysterious
power of destruction, which makes the stars,
mountains and oceans “the perfume and
suppliance of a minute”; that the firmly
planted leg indicates the power of the mystery
that refuses to clear up the thick manifold veil
of the illusive panorama which hides the truth
from us for ages together; and that lastly, the
raised foot symbolizes the grace of God, which
shelters and saves those that seek it, from the
eternal, infinite and terrible deceiving drama
of creation, existence and destruction—it is no
wonder, that men like Appar, Manikkar,
Pattanathar and Thayumanavar (these are
some of the great Saivite saints of the Tamil
land) forgot in that presence the petty
commercial prose of our daily life, and broke
forth into the highest, the most philosophical,
and the most impassioned poetry, that the
Tamil language has known.
The idea of ecstatic dance symbolized in
the beautiful image of Nataraja—the great
unseen manager of the drama of the world, has
been the most popular one with the nonVaishnavite poets and philosophers of the
South. To them, wherever an atom moves, and
the world means constant motion, there
Nataraja dances.
In the play of the child, the mirth of
women, the war of nations, the rolling of the
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than God? I care not for him. I shall have my
own way,” but Nanda meekly replied: “Yes,
you are right. I shall please master in all honest
ways and I am sure, he will sooner or later
allow me to go to Chidambaram.”
Nandanar Tank
So saying, he returned home with his
companions, but not before he had dug out
with their assistance a tank, still pointed out as
his, for the use of the people at Tirupunkoor.
The feat was regarded as wonderful that
popular tradition attributes the work to God
Ganesa, who did it in order to please his father
Siva’s devotee.
The truth is, love works wonders and
Nanda’s love was of a very high order; it was
not like that of some people who go into the
temple with plenty of offerings to God—
coconuts, plantain fruits and the like, but
would not give a pie to the beggar at the
temple gate. In Nanda’s eyes all men were
God’s children and to serve them, was itself a
kind of worship, higher even than supplying
temple-drums with leather or making offerings
to God. After digging and completing the tank
he and his companions returned home.
Henceforth it became the one passion of
Nanda’s life to visit the great temple of
Nataraja. Day and night he would pine for it.
While working in the fields, while staying at
home, while laying himself down to sleep,
always his mind was with the great God
dancing as it were the unceasing dance of
creation, destruction and maintenance.
Every day he would think of begging his
master to let him go to Chidambaram, but day
after day passed without his venturing to do so
for fear of a refusal. He would tell his friends
everyday: “I go to Chidambaram tomorrow,”
but a great many tomorrows became todays
and he had not gone; he became a veritable
“dupe of tomorrow” and his very friends began
to nickname him “one that goes tomorrow”
(
).
In the meantime, Nanda’s people of
Adhanur, among whom, true Bhakti was a
thing altogether unknown, observes first with
curiosity and then with alarm, the change that
was coming over Nanda.

stars, in earthquakes, conflagrations and
deluges, in the water drop as much as in the
cataract, Nataraja is dancing—eternally and
blissfully dancing.
, whom nothing less than
To the
the highest will satisfy, the conception of
Nataraja, means the all-pervading Atman,
through whose power, all the world presents
the vision of life and activity, and the dance
signifies the ecstatic condition of the soul,
which has triumphed over the terrible illusion
of the world and the inner enemies of anger,
lust, and the like. It is under the inspiration of
this great philosophical conception, that the
venerable sage Tayumanavar has poured forth
most of his sublime Upanishad-like utterances.
Yoga and Bhakti
One particular feature in the story of
Chidambaram is, that Patanjali and
Vyaghrapada both attained to the presence of
Nataraja—the one by his Yoga, the other by his
Bhakti—a grand recognition of the truth that
both Bhakti and Yoga lead, each in its own
way, to the same goal.
To express, even more strongly, this most
important of truths—that all religions and
religious methods are only different paths for
approaching God—in the same temple and
within a few yards of Nataraja’s shrine, there
is that of Sree Govinda Raja Perumal; and
Chidambaram is one of the most important
places of pilgrimage for the
also.
Nanda paused and heard the whole story
of Chidambaram from the eloquent lips of the
Brahmin reciter. It acted on him like magic.
The words, Chidambaram and Nataraja,
obtained a strange mastery over him. He
became eager to visit Chidambaram, which
was not very far off, that very night, and was
with great difficulty dissuaded from his object
by his companions.
“The temple at Chidambaram would be
closed,” they said, “before you reach it and
besides, you are a slave to your Brahmin
master; you should not forget your position so
easily. We have already stayed away too long
and it will be dangerous to do so longer.”
A lesser man in that situation might have
been provoked to reply: “Is that master greater
Vedantin

Vaishnavites

Tiru-naalai-povaar
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can help worshipping Him?” which of course
was not found satisfactory.
The result was that a council was at once
formed on the spot, and it was unanimously
resolved by the wise of the community, that
Nanda’s malady was due to the fault of not
having held feasts for gods more frequently,
and that therefore one should be held the very
next day.
Grand were the preparations for the
feast. A huge pandal (shed) was erected and
decorated with plantain tress, coconuts, mango
leaves and flags. Fowls and sheep were
procured in abundance for sacrifice. A priest of
oracular fame was called in, and grotesque
clay figures of the mighty gods of strange
names were made. The next morning, the
whole village gathered under the pandal. The
clay gods were arranged in order of
importance; fowls and sheep and pots of toddy
were ready for the feast.
Nanda was held by force, though there
was no need, in the centre of the assembly,
and the high priest shook his damarukam (a
little drum); and at once there was a wild
blowing of horns and a reckless beating of
“drums and timbrels loud” and, as soon as they
stopped, the holy priest got inspired; god had
descended unto him, and he rose making all
sorts of hideous cries; about ten people held
him down.
Thus held down and shaking forth his
damarukam , he delivered with appropriate
gestures the following oracular utterances:
“Nandan,” he said, “Nandan—Nandan—
Nandan is possessed with the big long-haired
devil which resides in the market tamarind
tree; it will make him laugh and weep and run
and talk and sleep” (many people do these
things without the help of the devil) and he
asked: “Does he not do all these?” to which
there was tumultuous reply of, “Aye, aye, how
true the oracle, how right!”
Ways of Lord
Nanda said nothing but thought within
himself: “O Lord, how wonderful is thy dance!
Here is a wonderful scene being played in thy
endless drama!”

The constant repetition of the holy name
of Siva, the frequent besmearing of the body
with sacred ashes, the exercises of meditation
in which he was often engaged, and more even
than these, the thorough change that had come
over the inner man, his extreme meekness and
humility, his constant and involuntary
references to God, his inability to talk of
anything but God and his glory, his selfabsorption even in the midst of work, caused
real uneasiness in the minds of his ignorant
kinsmen, to whom any kind of deviation from
the accustomed run of life was a source of fear.
He would seldom take part in the cruel
and barbarous sports of his community; meat
and toddy lost their sway over him. Butchery
was an act of abomination in his eyes, and he
discouraged it whenever he had occasion.
Often while the rest of the community
was engaged in quarrel or gossip, he would
unconcernedly repose under some tree and
meditate: he would look at the wonderful
creation around him, admire the unceasing
miracles of the universe—plants, rivers,
mountains, trees, etc., and say: “Ah, all this
deceptive phenomenal wealth is the glory of
that one foot of Nataraja so firmly planted
down. Beautiful as all this is, let me, O God,
cross over to you and see you not as you seem,
but as you are.”
Then he would fix his mind on the raised
foot of Nataraja and pray with eyes filled with
tears to be sheltered under its blissful shade of
wisdom.
One day Nanda had long sat meditating
in this way till his eyes were suffused with
tears of joy and himself passed into a state of
ecstatic trance, when a curious neighbor went
near him, and finding him unconscious and his
body wetted with tears, gave alarm to the
whole community that something was wrong
with Nanda.
A Trance
The report found ready acceptance on all
sides, and soon our poor friend was rudely
shaken and disturbed and was at once
demanded an explanation; but all that he could
say was: “Knowing that there is a God, who
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“Kill a hundred sheep,” continued the
oracle, “and two hundred fowls and offer them
with pots of toddy to god Karuppan and his
brothers, and they say that Nanda will at once
be cured. The great gods are extremely angry
with you for having neglected them so long.”
The oracle ceased and immediately a
large dancing group of middle-aged people
began singing and dancing:

visit Chidambaram, gained new strength, till it
grew irrepressible and forced him to apply to
his master for leave.
After considerable hesitation, the
landlord was asked; but in the meanwhile, the
pious devotees of Pedari and company, finding
that their gods had no power over Nanda, had
carried their appeal to the more powerful
tribunal of their visible agricultural god—the
said landlord, who unlike the invisible gods
vouchsafed a prompt enquiry.
Nanda appeared before his master just a
little after the above deputation had gone from
there and made his supplication.
The landlord was greatly enraged at the
silly and impertinent request as he took it, and
exclaimed: “Eh, you want to visit
Chidambaram, you fool, you want to become a
Brahmin, I suppose, you rogue, you deserve to
be whipped for this impertinence. You- vi-sitChi-dam-baram!!”
Poor Nanda was thunderstruck, he felt
himself undone and returned weeping without
speaking a word. He went to the shade of his
favorite tree, and there wept in torrents.
“O God,” he said to himself, “How cruel
art thou! I have no right to blame the Brahmin;
he of course spoke under thy prompting, for
not an atom moves save at thy bidding. I am
too low for thy grace, Ah! how cold art thou!
Thou has no pity on this wretched forlorn
creature! I have nothing to be proud of-no
wealth, no beauty, no fame, no learning and as
if these were not enough I am born a low caste
bondsman. All this was nothing to me, so long
as I had hope of thy grace, and now I have
been deprived of even that. Oh God, How then
can I live!”

Pedari great, the guardian dev
Of all our fields, poor Nanda save!

Nanda added,

None but Natesan has that power,
For he’s my chosen Lord and lover.

They sang,

O Vira dark with turban huge,
Beneath thy feet we seek refuge.

Nanda said,

No turban could you make for one
Who filleth all these worlds alone.

They sang (admiringly),
Nanda,

Irula fat with aspect brave,
Thy belly is of goats the grave.
Trust not ye fools! to demons base,
But Him who is all love and grace.

The enthusiastic dancers heard not
Nanda, or at any rate heeded him not; but the
dance was followed by a more serious affair—
the butchering of innocent fowls and sheep.
Nanda rose and vehemently protested
against it, but in vain; he eloquently preached
to them about the grace and glory of the
creator, invited them to throw away their
wicked gods and barbarous sacrifices and
exhorted them to join with him in the worship
of the beautiful, eternal Nataraja, but all his
words were as pearls cast before the swine;
nay, worse than that, they tended to
strengthen the current notions about his
madness.

Hope Lingers

He even meditated suicide, saying: “I
shall do away with this my life and die a
victim to thy cruelty.”
But hope, that most wonderful of all
things, again asserted itself, and after a few
hours of weeping, he thought within himself:
“God knows what is best for me, infinitely
better than I do. I shall resign myself to His
will in all things great and small. I am a
rebellious spoilt child, and till I learn

Final Resolve

Nanda turned away from that ignorant
multitude in sorrow, and filled with pity for
them, prayed to God that they might be saved.
With every moment of prayer, the longing to
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obedience and cheerful resignation, how can I
obtain his grace? The master might relent; and
I am sure, when I am fit to enter His presence,
I shall be allowed to do so.”
A few days after, a second request was
made for leave with a similar result of refusal
combined with rebuke: but the disappointment
this time had a different effect on him: he
consoled himself with the idea that he was not
yet worthy to be in the holy presence, and that
therefore he should strive to be more pious
and God-loving and purer in heart.
He redoubled his meditation that there
might not be in his waking state a single
moment in which God was forgotten, curtailed
his hours of sleep, danced in a wild and
ecstatic way both morning and evening, and at
other times wept for God’s grace or rejoiced
over his illimitable glory.
In the stream, in the bird, in the tree, in
man, in short wherever he saw life, there all
he felt the presence of Nataraja: and under the
sway of this strange fancy, often played with
the stream, embraced the tree, ran after the
bird and did a thousand wild things which
positively confirmed his

In the meanwhile however, the harvest
time had come and, his kinsmen being
desperately enraged with him, work in the
fields really suffered. The landlord became
furious and sent for his slaves. All of them
came except Nanda, and related everything
that happened.
The landlord angrily dismissed them and
sent for Nanda. Nanda came, bowed to his
master and stood. The Brahmin was greatly
surprised at the remarkable degree of joy,
calmness and humility shone in his face.
It clearly struck him that Nanda was no
ordinary man, and that what was misconstrued
by his ignorant people as madness was nothing
but an extravagance of piety and fervor: but he
did not want to encourage him, and got really
angry when the request to go to Chidambaram
was put forward; yet he was moved by the
extremely piteous, sincere and imploring way
in which it was urged and the quivering and
suspense with which his reply was awaited, as
if a soul’s destiny hung upon his one word.
So he gently replied: “Nanda, you are a
really good fellow, but have fallen into wild
ways; you have not been doing your work
properly of late. This is the harvest season, the
corn has to be reaped, after all the harvest is
gathered in, I shall give you leave to go to
Chidambaram.”
No sooner was this said then Nanda
sprang into the fields dancing and leaping like
a wild deer, and a few hours later, again called
at the landlord’s backyard.
When the landlord asked why he
wanted, Nanda replied: “Do me the favor, sire,
to go with me into the fields,” and led the way
followed by his master.

Kinsmen in the idea of his lunacy.

They, poor folk, tried all sorts of
remedies, even bound him by fetters and
tortured him, but all in vain.
Even while being tortured, he would not
turn away from his Nataraja to get angry with
his persecutors, and if the physical suffering
was unbearable he would say: “O Lord, the
fault is not theirs, nothing is done but at thy
inward prompting, forgive them, if only for my
humble sake.”

Love Universal

A Great Wonder

What was the latter’s wonder when he
found the whole of his vast paddy fields had
been reaped and the harvest gathered in like a
mountain of gold—all the work of a single
man, and that in the space of a few hours.
He could hardly believe his eyes, and
struggled to know if he was not dreaming;
what he saw was, however no vision but a
concrete reality.

To him everything in the world was
divine, and his love and tenderness to living
creatures was simply boundless: he would feed
the ants with sugar, would take up the worms
from the roadside lest they might be scorched
by sun or crushed under the feet of the
passers-by, play with children and enjoy the
music of the birds as if he were himself one of
them.
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When convinced of this, he could only
say: “Nanda, you could not have done this
work, nor all your kinsmen together with you.
This is the reward of your devotion—the proof
to us, incredible fools, of your greatness.
Nanda, you are the greatest, holiest, and purest
man that I have known, God’s dearest Bhakta,
ah! what a sin have I committed by treating
you as my slave,--from this moment, I am thy
slave and this whole estate is yours. Bless me
and recommend me to that high God who is so
near and dear and kind to you!”
Nanda ran to his master, raised him up,
repeatedly fell at his feet and with tears in his
eyes said: “My lord, what a sin have you
committed by bowing to your low-caste slave!”
to which the Brahmin replied: “You are no
longer either an untouchable or a slave, you
the holiest of men, the greatest of Bhaktas. Go
to Chidambaram, but bless me before you go,
forgive me for my treatment of you and
recommend me to God’s high grace.”
Nanda’s Advice
And saying this he took Nanda’s hands
and placing them on his head implored him to
give him some parting advice.
“This is all that your humble slave could
say, my lord,” said Nanda, “love God, as well
as you love your wife, children, lands and
wealth. What more, O lord, does this
uncultured slave know?”
The Brahmin looked up at the radiant
face of Nanda and worshipping him once
again, reluctantly let him go, With great many
kindly expressions, they parted; but hardly had
Nanda gone a few yards, when the Brahmin
ran up to him and asked: “Nanda , dear Nanda,
O my guru, when may I see you back? When
will you return?”
Nanda replied: “Now, O my master, we
part once for all. O my lord, who really goes to
Chidambaram, and comes back? I loathe again
to enter into his mortal coil. My master, I hope
no longer to return.”
No deer that newly escaped from the
hunter’s toils, no barren woman just blessed
with a male child, no blind man that newly
received the gift of sight, was more happy than
Nanda!

Nay, the very gods in heaven rejoiced to
see Nanda dancing across the grassy plains and
fertile meadows and singing:
The drug that cures my grief, the fear-not drug,
The drug that spreads through all the worlds
alike,
The medicine of grace, the wondrous drug
That grows within, the drug that feasts my love;
The drug of growing light, the drug of life
And light and bliss, the drug that cures the ill
Of life, the drug great and ineffable,
The drug that saves the pain of death, the sweet
Ambrosia that flowers ever within.
Nataraja, Nataraja, Nataraja, Nataraja,
Nataraja, my Lord, Nataraja, Nataraja,
Nataraja, my wealth, Nataraja, Nataraja
Nataraja, Nataraja, Nartanasundara Nataraja.

The gods are never more pleased than
when they see a good soul springing frantic,
“pregnant with celestial fire,” for theirs is the
world of love.
The story adds, the earth shook with joy,
the grasses waved with delight and a few rain
drops of joy fell from heaven as Nanda sang
and jumped like a veritable deer. He jumped
with delight. His eyes and ears were hardly
his. He was beside himself, intoxicated, with
delight. Lovers alone can know the bliss of
love. Nanda danced and wept; to him who was
able to gather up the harvest of a thousand
acres in a few hours, the walk from Adhanur
to the banks of Colladam (the river Coleroon)
was hardly a walk.
The river was in full flood. The waves
were rolling forth one after another for very
joy as it were. There was a weird majesty
about the waters as they flowed on, in some
places moving without self-control like a
drunkard who has lost his senses and is reeling
about, in others rushing forth like a wild lion
shaking his mane, in others moving and rolling
like a bull with a fat hump and in others yet
crawling like a mountain snake, but
everywhere frantic with heavenly joy as if as
the sight of the distant looming tower of
Chidambaram and everywhere making a
subdued harmonium or a loud organ Vedic
music of its own.
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Nanda looked at the river, saw the deep
water yet clear, saw the living flood and
claimed eternal kinship with it. Railways were
not in those days, and Nanda, had he seen a
train, would have exclaimed, “Here is my God!
carrying all to their respective destinations
without the distinction of age, sex, position,
caste or creed, and propelled on and controlled
by an invisible power and making a noise
(whistle) like the Pranavam, the great AUM,
and maintaining its world inside by that noise
(Sabda nishtam jagat--the world stands by the
power of sound and vibration).” Surely there is
philosophy everywhere for the eyes that would
see.
Nanda saw the majestic river, danced at
the abundance of Nataraja it bore. “It danced
and leapt,” he said, “singing anthems to my
beloved, and so I shall do” and he danced and
jumped singing and singing—and dancing
eternal love to that eternal lover.

The boat danced on the waters. Nanda
danced with the boat. The people in the boat
danced with Nanda. The sun-burnt boatman
forgot his oar and danced with the people. It
was a dance universal, an ecstatic festival, but
a dance of ten minutes. The boat dancing this
way and that, dragged itself to the shore.
Nanda leapt on the ground—sacred it
was, it was the territory of Nataraja, put his
hand into his lap for a few copper coins, the
fruit of his toil (pockets were not in those
days), but the boatman wept and would not
take the hire.
Ten minutes were the interval for
crossing the river, and within that time the
Bhakta was discovered and worshipped by a
band of men who became his Bhaktas. The
boatman left his boat. The man of business
forgot it. The tradesman neglected his trade.
The ploughman threw aside his plough. A
dancing group formed itself. They danced,
danced, for very joy; danced like Nataraja
around Nanda.
The tower of Chidambaram, grand,
majestic, loomed from a distance and seemed
to say to Nanda:

Nataraja’s dance is dance,
And all our dance is ignorance;

A boat came; a black boatman steered it,
with a sun-burnt face, with his sweat-covered
body bearing traces of the white ashes it wore
and smelling of sweet camphor. Nanda saw
him and worshipped him, for he was Nataraja
in his eyes: and getting into the boat for hire
sang to a surprised audience about the
unfading glory of the prince of Dancers. He
said:

O Come and dance, the joyous dance,
O Come and dance, the Dancer’s dance,
O dance and shun all ignorance .

Nanda looked at it—the tower of
Nataraja, bowed before it and worshipping it,
exclaimed:
“O Lord, at whose bidding the spheres do
their daily work, and the invisible sky like
thyself keeps on in space and envelops all, by
the side of thy starry wealth and mountains
and rivers where am I?—this poor mosquito!
‘This tiny trumpeting gnat’ is not worth a drop
of the mighty ocean that roars day and night.
Is not that drop more innocent and beautiful
than myself! The white sands that endures
alike the burning sun and the falling rain is
more worthy of thy grace than myself!
Oh Sannyasin of sannyasins! That rulest
this vast household of suns, moons, stars,
clouds, mountains and rivers, that I should
have appeared as anything in thine eyes, ah,
what a wonder! Grant, Oh God of gods, that
rising from the earth I stand firm like this

The drug which made me Him, the dancing drug
That dances in wisdom’s sphere, the silent drug
The poor man’s friend, the rarest drug, the drug
Both first and last, the drug that seeks out those
That search for it, the drug all rare to those
That seek it not, that which my hunger soothes,
The loneliest drug, the pure man’s help, the light,
The pride of love, the drug that drives out grief,
The drug that cures false loves and avarice kills,
That which earth-hunger soothes, the drug which
plays
Hide-and-seek, the drug which is all within
The heart that loves, that is my strength and joy.
Nataraja, Nataraja, Nataraja, Nataraja,
Nataraja, Guru, Nataraja, Nataraja,
Nataraja, Jewel, Nataraja, Nataraja
Nataraja, Nataraja, Nartanasun-dara Nataraja.
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tower of thine, fixedly gazing towards heaven,
turning a deaf ear and a bold front to all the
winds that might blow!”

Nanda:

A few yards more they went, the base of
the tower was visible. The temple gate was in
view.
And Nanda sang: “Here is the gate of the
Kailasa, the gate that opens to the good alone,
the gate from which no good man ever returns,
that through which Manikkar entered and sang
to the echo of these high walls his divine
anthems of ecstasy, the gate through which
that poet of poets Appar entered and sang his
majestic Vedas, the gate through which
Sundarar entered and enjoyed the secret
nuptials with the Prince of Lovers.
“My brothers and friends and kinsmen,
here God is and is not. Here he is both with
form and without form. Here he dances and is
quiet. Here it is that the ignorant are blessed
with wisdom and the wise lose their senses.
Here is space and light. And here he is both
the creator and the destroyer.”
And that is why Appar sang:

All:

This wretched world I scorn, my maids,
I am one with the Lord, my maids.
He passeth all my words, my maids.
How could I speak, how Oh! My maids.

The Grand View

The song that sings of space is song,
All other song is darksome song.
Nataraja’s song is song all sweet
The song of world is song for meat.

Nanda:

Seeth he not, my maids, my mind.
Alas! three eyes he hath, you find.
He melteth many a stony mind,
But himself melteth not for me,
Deceit I know not, as you see,
My maids, what fault in me you find?

All:

The abandon of grace, my gain,
That gain’s rich store, wealth without pain,
Light’s nectar, sweetness that doth drown,
The gem adorning Veda’s crown,
The gem adorning Veda’s crown.

Thus singing they reached the sacred
precincts of Chidambaram, danced around the
village, as if they were bees humming around
the lotus that has not yet bared its bosom to
the skies.
The God within is the same God without,
and prompted by him that dwells within the
heart, the Dikshitars of Chidam-baram (the
holy priests of the temple, 2999 in number,
including Nataraja 3,000), were very learned in
Sanskrit and Tamil and pious.
They saw Nanda and his associates who,
though of higher caste, would not go into the
town regarding themselves as lower than
Nanda of the low caste.
The Dikshitars observed Nanda closely,
and saw the light that shone on his face, the
remarkable expression that marked him out as
one of the chosen. They heard with delight
though from a distance his holy songs.
Nanda resumed:

The Thillai Dancer, wrapt by watery fields
Around, this helpless slave to forget and live!

Nanda continued:

In his space his dance is held, my maids,
His dance is love, his dance is love.

(Maid à The mind is addressed as maid.)
The foot that dance so I love,
I pine with love, I die my maids .

All (in chorus):

Nataraja’s dance is dance; the scene
Where he dances lies all within.

Nanda:

A joyous form, a joyous form
I love his dance, my maids, I love
He dances there,my maids with love
He is my maids, a joyous form.

All:

He ruined me, my maids, will he
My maids, now give me up alone?
The god of love with fiery eye
He burnt, heareth he not my moan?

Mahasiva, Sadasiva
The crown of kings, the help of all
Siva, Siva, Sadasiva,
Siva that dances in the hall.
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I love to see him once, my maids,
From my love-stricken sight he hides.
Once, once, to see his raised foot.
My evils all will fly from sight,
The foot that stretched down Yama’s height
Our family God to be will suit.

Tell me, O silvery moon, if my sweet Lord,
Will be with me alone, hard! how hard!
Oh hard it is, thou moon, to be with him,
Much too proud is he, much too proud is he.

All:

Nataraja, Nataraja, Nataraja, Nataraja,
Nataraja, Guru, Nataraja, Nataraja,
Nataraja, Jewel, Nataraja, Nataraja
Nataraja, Nataraja, Nartanasundara Nataraja!

All:

Rich Kalpa’s shade, that shade’s own sweet,
Well watered field, its harvest meet.
Beauty’s form, the life within.
The dancer that doth ever shine,
The dancer that doth ever shine.
Full beamed moon, that beam’s nectar,
The light of space, ether within, ‘
The loving Lord, his joy is mine,
The dancer that doth ever shine,
The dancer that doth ever shine.
The highest path, its harvests sweet,
The blissful self, its portion meet.
The highest height, peace not yet mine,
The dancer that doth ever shine,
The dancer that doth ever shine.

Nanda:

To be his own self! Oh silvery moon,
And he be I! Tell how, I fail, I swoon.
A five-headed serpent*, thou silvery moon,
He plays with, ever, I know not how, I own
Oh silvery planet—he alone, the One,
In space he dances all alas! alone.
Tell me, O silvery moon, O silvery moon,
Tell me the way, the why, I swoon
This world and all do form his dance they say.
Shed forth, O moon, one ray, one single ray
Of thine and gladden me and gladden me.
His joyous dance is all above, avove,
My sorry dance is all below, below.
(* The soul with five senses which has life through
Iswara)

They proceeded, and Nanda grew more
enthusiastic as he approached the shrine. The
beaming cheerfulness in his face increased in
splendor. By this time, the rich autumnal
Dwadasi (12th lunar day) moon, of the calm
skies, rising like a white lotus springing in the
blue of the heavens, spread forth its love-laden
music-like ambrosial rays above and below,
and Nanda, the love-stricken Nanda looking up
sang:

As Nanda proceeded, the love within him
matured and attained to the power of the first
class, or as it is called in Sanskrit, classical love
as was the case with the shepherdesses of
Vraja.
“One Gopi (shepherdess) as she rallied
forth, beheld some of the seniors (of the
family) and dared not venture, contenting
herself with meditating on Krishna with closed
eyes and entire devotion, by which,
immediately all acts of merit were effaced by
rapture, and all sin was expiated by regret at
not beholding him; and others again reflecting
upon the cause of the world in the form of the
supreme Brahman, obtained by their sighing,
final emancipation” (Vishnu Purana).
It was the same high love to which
Tayumanavar referred in a language difficult to
be translated:

Oh radiant, joyous, silvery moon, myself
To know, tell me a path, tell me a path.
Oh silvery moon, the lover’s friends, that hath
A seat in my Lord’s hair, that place for Self,
That Sea of Love to have I wish, say how.

All:

Nataraja, Nataraja, Nataraja, Nataraja,
Nataraja, Guru, Nataraja, Nataraja,
Nataraja, Jewel, Nataraja, Nataraja
Nataraja, Nataraja, Nartanasundara Nataraja!

Nanda:

Thy nightless, dayless life, O silvery moon
For ever to have, I die O silvery moon.
O radiant silvery moon, I pine to be
Myself, the way is hard to see for me.

Sankara, Sankara, Sambho
Siva Sankara, Sankara, Sambho.
He that is first and last,
My bliss, my love, my light,
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Appayya Dikshitar, the eldest of the
group, rose and told his wonderful dream—
how Nataraja appeared before him, and related
the possibility of purifying Nanda by means of
a fire-bath. Kuppanna Dikshitar, his immediate
successor in seniority, confirmed the dream by
his own experience. Subbah Dikshitar saluted
the two previous speakers and expressed his
surprise at the coincidence of his dream with
those related. Nataraja Dikshitar did the same;
and all the Dikshitars simultaneously rose, and
expressed the uniformity of their dreams. At
once, when the wind was blowing fiercely and
the sun was burning hot, arrangements were
made for a sacred fire being reared.
Meanwhile Nanda had just risen from a
long trance and was singing:

The speechless light how vast.
He spoke a word, my maid,
Unspeakable, Unspeakable.
Sankara, Sankara, Sambho
Siva Sankara, Sankara, Sambho.

Nanda sang again:

Dance, O dance, O my fairest daughters all,
Till ye find out the Dancer in the hall.
O sing and dance and sing, O dance and sing
By turns in circles proud, praising the king,
Praising the King, the passionless and pure
Who yet Sivakami fair does e’er allure.

All:

And lovers sweet and lovers sweet, O sing
And dance until ye find the Dancing King,
O sing and dance and sing, O dance and sing.

My maid, go tell my lovely Lord that I
Bow to his golden feet that dance on high.

Nanda:

The lord of dance and love, of dance and love
The most powerful Lord, Vasishta’s cow
To loving hearts, the first great lover,
The lord of boundless power, of boundless power.
The king that dances in the hall, the poor
Man’s treasure, the light all pure, the light all
pure
Find out my daughters all, find out the king.

All shouted—

Nataraja, Nataraja, Nataraja, Nataraja,
Nataraja, Guru, Nataraja, Nataraja,
Nataraja, Jewel, Nataraja, Nataraja
Nataraja, Nataraja, Nartanasundara Nataraja!

Nanda attempted to resume his song, but
was choked with grief, as his long prayers had
not yet borne fruit and he had not yet been
taken to the presence.
Just then the Dikshitars appeared in a
body before him, and bowing to him, to his
great surprise, related to him their wonderful
dreams, and took him over to the corner of the
South Mada Street where the fire had been
prepared.
The pious devotee at once sprang into the
fire joyfully singing: “My father Isa’s feet are
cool like the effulgent evening moon, the
faultless Vina (a musical instrument), the
breeze that swells, or a tank round which bees
hum and swarm.”
“O pious Nanda, frantic with holy
enthusiasm! Leap into the fire: fire scorcheth
thee not, water wetteth thee not, sword
pierceth thee not, winds withereth thee not,
thou art a Brahmin, the pariah part of thee is
burnt away.

All:

O sing and dance and sing, O dance and sing
And dance until ye find the Dancing King.

Thus did Nanda sing in ecstasy with his
companions, for three days and nights.

Strange Dream

Tradition rich in legends and folklore
asserts that all the Dikshitars, on one and same
remarkable night, dreamt that Nataraja
appeared to them in their vision and directed
them to take Nanda into their Brahmin fold,
the purest of his Bhaktas.
It was a beautiful morning, when the sun
had just risen, and the Dikshitars had returned
from their bath with sacred ashes besmeared
all over their bodies and rudrakshas hanging
loosely round their necks, there assembled a
miscellaneous council in the Devasabha, the
general meeting place within the temple.
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“Of thee, now, it may be said, formless,
yet all form; without inside and outside;
beyond imperfection and perfection; without
mark or character; all the Vedas declare thee to
be one, higher far than the mountains, vaster
far than the horizon; and, in the sight of the
wise enjoying the abandon of wisdom, thou art
neither he, nor she, nor it, but beautiful
simply; no one can know thee.’ Nanda!
purified thou art by the fire of wisdom, which
burns away all past, present and future
Karma.’
Nanda passed through the crucible
unhurt, rose purer for the bath; what was
burning and seething was now cool and
refreshing; where there was imperfection,
where there was want, there was now
happiness; where there was low caste, there
now was Brahmin caste in the truest sense of
the word. He was taken by the admiring
Dikshitars from the South Mada Street through
the Eastern tower gate broad like the Vedas,
and speedily led on by the side of Kambattadi
Mantapa (Subrahmanya’s shrine) and the
square tank, and across the Devasabha, into
the common platform, midway, between Sri
Govindaraja Perumal and the dancing
Nataraja.
No damsel , richly laden with jewels and
decorated for marriage with her favorite lover,
ever went with greater joy to her nuptial bed
fragrant with sandal and flowers, no humming
bee ever went near the honey-filled flower
“that captive makes the surrounding winds,”
with greater eagerness than did Nanda,
chanting forth his extempore hymns, the Vedas
that sprang from his mouth, to the great
presence; where once stood Appar, singing his
famous song meaning

remarkable Upanishads, where stood the sage
of sages, Thayumanavar, chanting forth his
Vedic strains with eyes dimmed with tears;
and where great men have left the dust of their
feet to inspire noble and pious souls that may
come after them.
There now Nanda stood, and on both
sides of the Kanakasabha (the golden mantapa )
huge ocean-voiced bells poured forth their
joyous chimes.
Appayya Dikshitar entered the shrine,
and made puja, to God with diparadhana and
all, in honor of the newly made Brahmin.
And not Sita freed from the demon
Ajomukhi, nor even Radha on the lonely
Jamuna sands, ever rushed forth to the
embrace of her beloved Lord more hastily than
did Nanda, to the fond embrace of his idol of
idols, his love of loves, his favorite beautiful
Nataraja—Nataraja, holding up one hand the
eternal atmic jyoti to attest the truth of his
silent teaching, with his right leg planted over
the illusion of suffering, and his left leg raised
aloft, as if in search of lovers, serving as the
highest banyan tree, the richest shade that
could shelter against the scorching Samsara
(worldly existence).
Nanda the untouchable disappeared into
Nanda the Brahmin, and Nanda the Brahmin,
disappeared, once and for ever, into the eternal
invisible Nataraja—disappeared, swan-like
singing:
Nataraja my Lord, Nataraja my love,
My Lord, I come, I come, my love,
We both are only one from now;
Thou art I, and myself art thou.
In such access of mind, in such high
Hour of visitation from the living God,
Thought was not; in enjoyment it expired;
No thanks he breathed, he proffered no request;
Wrapt into still communion that transcends
The imperfect offices of prayer and praise
His mind was a thanksgiving to the power
That made him; it was blessedness and love.

He is my Lord, he who is rare, he who loves in the
bosom of the gracious, he who resides in the
temple of the Vedas and in the atom, the true God
yet unknown, who is sweet like honey and milk,
the abounding light of heaven, the God of gods,
Brahma and Vishnu, the great invisible spirit that
pervades the rolling sea and the mountain chains.
The days on which I forgot to sing His praise are
days in which I did not live.

The admirers of Nanda, the Dikshitars
included, were struck dumb with wonder; and
on recovering, glorified Nanda’s love and
Nataraja’s grace.

and similar songs; where stood Manikkar
fainting with love and pouring forth his
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praSnOttararatnamAlikA
(The Gem-Garland of
Questions and Answers)
(In this work, Adi Sankara enlightens and
clears our doubts about various issues, in
the form of simple question-answers. We
will include some selections in each issue
of the Journal. ) - Ed.

A.

  ko jagadbhartA

Q.

 

Who is the protector of the
world ?
A.  sUrya: | The Sun

Sankara BhagavatpAda

Q.

Q.

A.



Q.

Kim dushkaram narANAm :?

What is difficult for humans ?

A.

  

yanmanaso nigraha: satatam |

Q.



Who is a brahmacArin ?



Q.

One who has sublimated his lifeenergy instead of wasting it.

A.

 cicchakti:

SUra: 

Who is brave ?


yo bhItatrAtA |
One who protects those in fright.
trAta

ca ka : ?



yasca askalita Urdhvaretastaka: |



ko

And who is the protector ?
A. sa guru: |
It is the preceptor.

ko brahmacaryavAn syAt ?

Q.

sarveshAm ko jeevanahetu : ?

Who is the cause of livelihood for
all ?
A. sa parjanya: |
That is rain.

The constant control of mind.
Q.

?

 

ko: jagadgururukta: ?

Indeed, who is said to be the
world-preceptor ?
A. Sambhu: |
Siva.

kA ca paradevatA uktA: ?
Who is said to be Supreme
Goddess ?

Q.

|

The Consciousness-power.

A.
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 jnAnam

kuta:? |

SivAdeva

|

Whence knowledge?
Only from Siva.

